The Study Tips below have been gleaned from our staff. They are not intended to be a comprehensive guide… but more to share tips and
best practices. You will also notice that some tips change based on the content area… so be mindful of that. In addition to the tips shared
for each content area, there is a “General Study Skills” section of tips that apply to all content areas.

SCIENCE
ANATOMY

You have to spend a little time each day. It can't all be memorized in one night. You have to
find the study skills option that works best FOR YOU! Not everyone learns the same way.

BIOLOGY

Vocabulary rarely asks for a definition. You need to read/use the vocabulary as found in
questions and answers. When studying vocab, try to rephrase it several ways.
Note-taking - do it. Even if you "don't know how" or are "not good at it". Try. This is a skill
that takes practice. Teachers need to see your notes to be able to help you improve.
Studying - Please do not try to cram the night before. Spending a little bit of time each day
or so to review concepts/vocab can help in the long run. Don't wait until the last minute. If
you pay attention in class then you don't have to reteach yourself the material later.
Grades - Just because you did not get an "A" on the first test or two doesn't mean you
failed. This subject builds on itself. Keep at it!

PRE-AP BIO

Check out the YouTube videos that your teacher records for nearly all of their lessons.
These videos are great for reviewing or if you were absent that day. Some teachers also
give Skyward homeworks that cover content from the notes. Teachers also encourage
Quizlet or analog flashcards for study.

CHEMISTRY

Stay on top of assignments and labs consistently. Come in for help or rewatch videos right
away when you don’t understand. Don't wait until the last minute to get questions
answered. Letting things build up never works.
Really work your homework and check your answers and ask questions. It is
recommended that you also re-watch the video while you study. Another tip is to study
early (practice nightly for about 20 minutes) and not wait until the night before the test.
Teachers expect students to retain the content long term so cramming isn't the best idea.

PHYSICS

The biggest thing that you can do to study and prepare for tests is to (every night) work the
practice that is assigned. When you find yourself stuck, look back over your notes (you
should have worked out examples) and try to find similarities between the problem you are

working and one in the notes. If that does not work and you still cannot figure it out, ask
someone (teacher, peer tutor from the list on the physics website, friend, etc.) to explain it.
The biggest thing is continued exposure (a little bit of physics every night), NOT cramming
the night before the test.

PHYSICS AP

For AP Physics 1 and 2 work the practice problems to the best of your ability on your own
before checking with others. When you are really stumped, don't be afraid to ask questions
of your teachers either before school or during class. Doing the practice problems gives
you the chance to see where you are likely to make mistakes in the future. Stay positive
and don't get frustrated when you do make mistakes.....it's really hard to be perfect.
For AP Physics C, work each practice problem completely before looking at the key or the
work of others. Put yourself on the line, commit to an answer, and give yourself the
opportunity in practice to be wrong! Failure is the key to success.

MATH
GENERAL MATH
ADVICE

Use your notes to do homework and to prepare for tests. Teachers spend time working
through examples together in class… don’t forget to review these.

ALGEBRA 1

Use class time wisely and complete homework ON TIME. Attend brief tutoring sessions
when needed for skill checks & new concept understanding PRIOR to the day before the
assessment. Practice accessing and using all digital resources provided, including
reviewing and practicing new problems based on homework difficulties. Work reviews
multiple times until you feel you have a solid understanding and execution without
accessing the provided solution guide.

BC CALCULUS

Do ALL homework and ask questions on any problem you can not understand. Rework all
notes prior to quizzes/tests.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
GENERAL ELA
ADVICE

If we give short answer and essay topics, please practice answering the prompts, looking
at the provided criteria for writing an effective answer. Answering the questions mentally or
looking at sample answers is not adequate preparation. Also, pay attention to the reviews
we give in class, since we have created them with our assessments in mind.
Take time for self reflection and study what you struggle with. Don't waste time studying
material you know well.
Good writing always takes longer than you think it will.
Put serious effort and thought into your revisions during the writing process.

ELA 1 & 2

Allot the time required to study and put down the phone and any other electronic device
that is not being used or required for reviewing material. Learn to divide time between
personal and school needs. Start reviewing prior to the night before the test.

ELA 1 PRE-AP

The most successful students READ the assigned reading, re-read parts they don't
understand, and annotate/make notes as they read. They also review material throughout
a unit rather than trying to cram at the end, since we don't really have cram-able
assessments. Investment in the reading and in the activities we do in class is important!
For writing, same idea--keep up with the process, and leave time for major revisions.
For Writer's Notebook entries, make sure these are completed with the length requirement
and that you have annotated texts for important concepts and literary devices.

ENGLISH 4 AP

Everybody should read for pleasure at least 20 minutes every day; it's one of the most
important things you can do. A study of 6,000 United Kingdom students by Alice Sullivan
and Matt Brown showed that reading for pleasure was linked to "increased cognitive
progress over time" across a variety of subject areas, including math, and the research
supporting this and other benefits continues to pile up. Patrick Sullivan writes, "It may
seem counterintuitive that reading can help you with math, but if we think of reading as an
activity that by its very nature -- regardless of what you are reading -- helps us develop
more sophisticated ways of understanding the world, then it makes good sense."
Make the time to read every day, even if your schedule is busy. It doesn't matter w
 hat you
read; it just matters t hat you read.

SOCIAL STUDIES
ECONOMICS

It is suggested that you select a specific time and place to study every night. And take
advantage of notes and reviews, practice tests, and notes provided on the teacher website.

AP ECONOMICS

To study for a Midterm in AP Economics, you need to expect to study more than 1-2 hours.
Midterms involve content from half of the semester, so must involve a substantial amount
of studying (rereading notes, rewriting notes, practicing problems, reviewing old handouts).

GOVERNMENT

For Government, and really all classes, it would be to THINK while you are studying, and
not just try to memorize material. Think about how it is important. Make connections
between the relationships of concepts.

WORLD LANGUAGE
GENERAL WORLD
LANGUAGE
ADVICE

Space the studying out over as much time as possible and review materials frequently. If
you know you're having a vocabulary test for each chapter, study the vocabulary as soon
as it is available.

ASL

Vocabulary is the basis of conversation. If you do not know your vocabulary, you will
struggle in ASL.

LATIN

For a World Language, especially Latin, it is important to involve as many senses as you
can while you study (speak it, read it, write it, and move while you study if it helps you
focus) and study a little every day so that the material has time to sink in AND so that the
learning can compound upon itself as you go.

SPANISH

If it's written on the board, it's important. Write it down, add it to your notes. Use notes for
any practice activity in the classroom or at home. Use everything that is available to you:
Quizlet, Kahoot, Conjuguemos, Google Classroom, Remind. Ask your teacher, we are here
to help you.

CTE
COMPUTER
SCIENCE

In Computer Science you have to understand the basic concepts that are taught the first
semester before you can really grasp the more advanced concepts taught the second
semester. Take the time to memorize the patterns and syntax. For example, how to declare
a variable, how to write a loop, how to instantiate an object, how to write a method
heading, etc.

TIME and TASK MANAGEMENT: Calendars and planners are integral to being organized. You can estimate how
long something will take you to do/accomplish to compare to actual time spent. This helps you create a plan for
homework and studying because you have a more realistic idea of the time needed. This helps you manage large
workloads, but also helps you realize that things sometimes don't take as long as you think they will (thus reducing
procrastination, task avoidance).
Don't procrastinate and be prepared by using an updated calendar.
Organize your time. It is not about how much time you spend; but it is how you spend your time.
DISTRIBUTED STUDYING: Space out your studying, you will spend less time overall and remember more of the
material because of Ebbinghaus's forgetting curve. Also, don't get in the habit of 'cramming' at the very end of the
process. Do not wait till the test to study. Study in small chunks daily even if you are week away from an exam.
Also, studying a little bit every day is much more helpful in learning new material than studying 4 hours the night
before a test.
Start multiple days in advance, chunk the information. Start with hardest pieces you don't know well, study those
repeatedly over multiple days, then study material you feel confident about closer to the test since you'll need last
practice. Reread notes, watch videos, ask teacher specific questions, work with peers to review.
BE ABLE to TEACH IT: Learn the materials well enough to teach them to your peers. Don’t just read the notes.
GET ORGANIZED: I have found students who struggle typically are very disorganized. They jam in papers
anywhere, lose them, can't find them when it is time to turn something in. Organization can go a long way in
helping students become more successful in learning new material and being prepared for class.
ASK FOR HELP: I think it's important to seek help immediately from the teacher when a concept is difficult or
unclear. Often times the teacher is there for help, but the student is shy to come in for help. Also being sure to
study a little each night vs studying for several hours the night before an exam would help with stress levels going
into an exam.

